
Solving the
People Problem
Communication

Welcome! In a separate window, please log on to the Catalyst™ 
platform: catalyst.everythingdisc.com
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”The single biggest problem in 
communication is the illusion 
that it has taken place.”

George Bernard Shaw 
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Time to Solve the
People Problem

1. Communication
2. Conflict
3. Teamwork
4. Customer Service 

and Sales
5. Leadership
6. Decision Making



Introductions

 Insert facilitator pics/titles/DiSC circumplexes here
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Introductions

o Name

o Location

o Organization/Title

o What you find most challenging about workplace 
communication
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Agenda/Objectives 

o Settling In

o Communication in organizations

o DISC-EQ Review

o Deeper Dives into each quadrant of the model

o Action Planning
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In a separate window, please log on to the
Catalyst™ platform: catalyst.everythingdisc.com



Why Communication
Matters

 It’s the grease and the glue of work.

 “To get to the next level of greatness, depends on the 
quality of the culture, which depends on the quality of the 
relationships, which depends on the quality of the 
conversations. Everything happens through 
conversations!”

 -Judith Glaser – Author of “Conversational Intelligence”
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Communication
Challenges

 Influencing effective communication and workforce 
connection is as critical today as it has ever been – and 
perhaps harder than ever.

o Lack of Engagement

o The Cost of Conflict

o Difficult Team Relationships

o New Stressors for 2020
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The Underlying Problem 

 The challenges we just discussed are all influenced, in 
large part, by what we call “The People Problem.”

 What is the People Problem?

o Subconscious default settings

o Unaware of other types of “wiring”

o Intent vs. impact

o Tension, distrust, dysfunction
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LinkedIn Study
 What skills do you think executives, trainers, and 
managers said are most important to develop*?

o Change management

o Financial 

o Technical job skills 

o Customer service

o AI (Artificial Intelligence)

o Soft skills (collaboration, persuasion, creativity, 
adaptability, time management)

*LinkedIn 2019 Global Talent Trends Report 
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The Solution
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DISC-EQ

Awareness Application

Self Know Your Style
Choose Actions 

Wisely

Others Know Other Styles
Adapt Actions for 

Mutual Benefit



How Big is the Stretch?



DISC-EQ

A deeper dive into the “Self”

aspects of the model

Know Your 
Style

Choose 
Actions 
Wisely



DISC Insights refresher:
Catalyst™

o Go to the Catalyst™ platform and read through the 
“Your DiSC Style”

o Pay special attention to communication-related 
information
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In breakout rooms
by your style
Know Your Style
o What do you see as a strength of your communication style?

o What is the most common “complaint” you hear about your communication 
style?

Choose Actions Wisely
o What 2-3 ideas do you have regarding how to adjust your style to address 

the complaint above?

o How can you master choosing those wise actions when things get tense? 

Elect someone to take notes and report back
If no volunteers – whomever has the next birthday is elected!
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“Communication is not about 
speaking what we think. 
Communication is about 
ensuring others hear what we 
mean.”

-Simon Sinek
(Facebook post, October 5, 2014) 



DISC Insights refresher:
Catalyst™

o Go to the Catalyst™ platform and read through the 
“DiSC Model” section of the “DiSC-ology” section

o Refresh your knowledge of key characteristics of each 
style
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DISC-EQ

A deeper dive into the “Others”

aspect of the model

Know Other 
Styles

Adapt Actions 
for Mutual 

Benefit



In breakout rooms
by random style
You need to provide an update to a colleague with the style assigned to your 
group on an important project. It’s going well overall, but you need to ask for 
more time and more money to achieve the project goals. Adapt your approach 
to the style assigned to your group.

Elect someone to take notes and report back
If no volunteers – alphabetical by last name – closest to Z

Know  Others Style
o What do you know about this style that you should consider in your 

approach? 

Adapt Actions For Mutual Benefit
o Describe the strategy and approach you would take based on this style

o What ideas, words, and phrases will you use?  



Action Planning

1. Think of someone who you need a constructive work 
relationship with, but you find challenging to 
communicate with.

2. What style do you think they are?

3. Based on what you learned, what are one or two things 
you could do to communicate more effectively with 
this person?

Commit to when/what circumstance you will try this out!
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Wrapping up
A great resource to 

continue your growth 
past today

A multi-year project 
to capture the 

research and stories 
behind this work


